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Peters Prattling 

Essex Modellers Show 
As this show is only the day before the next club meet I won’t write too much about the show now.  Suffice to say a 
big thank you to Robin’s wife Adele for stepping forward to provide some catering at the show.  When I had 
discussions with the hall about our requirements it seemed that they had someone who could provide some simple 
catering such as teas and coffees, but nearer the time it appears that this wasn’t the case and I was given an 
outside caterer to contact.  The upshot of this was that it could potentially have cost a fair amount of money with a 
potential not to be recouped, step forward Adele who volunteered to run something for us with a view to donating 
the profits to St Francis.  Many thanks Adele. 
 
The show itself is fully booked for trade and clubs so all we need is a relatively good weather day, but not too 
sunny perhaps and we should be on to a winner. 
 

Military Vehicle & Airshow @ Damyns Hall 
My thanks to all those who came along and put some models out on the tables for the club display.  Being a very 
general public show this can be a very nerve racking time as many of the parents and children don’t appreciate 
how delicate some of the models are or that they are not toys and available to grab or handle.  On the Saturday 
when I attended there were only 1 or 2 incidents where errant fingers had to be shouted at more than just a polite 
request to not touch the models.  Thankfully no real harm came to the model but it was a close call. 
 
The show itself was a huge affair with the modelling bit in a large marquee which gave excellent protection from the 
1 or 2 downpours of rain we had on the Saturday, I think Sunday was very similar.  There was a wide selection of 
military vehicles on display, including a Sherman, Panzer III, M-10 and M-8 Greyhound.  Not to mention loads of 
Jeeps of all types and quite a few ex-military Land Rovers, I suspect both of these types are popular if only 
because they are probably cheap (relatively) to buy and then run.  The M-10 tank destroyer was marked up “For 
Sale, £279K”, now where’s that lottery ticket? 
 
The flying display was I believe curtailed slightly due to security issues as part of the Olympics, in the end only the 
RAF Battle of Britain Memorial Flight was allowed out to play, but as ever a grand sight to see and hear the 
Lancaster, Spitfire and Hurricane on show. 
 

Hornchurch Country Park Show 
Whilst at the Military Vehicle Show I ran into, not literally, Richard Smith who organised the Hornchurch Country 
Park Show last year.  He’s holding the show again this year on Saturday 15th September and offered us some 
space again.  The show is on from 11:00am to 5:00pm, with setup from 9:30am onwards. 
 
Do we have enough people interested in attending?  If so I would not recommend bringing models which are too 
valuable/delicate as we had quite a few “wandering hands”, unless John Huston can bring along the sacrificial Irish 
Spitfire again. 
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Bag “A” Book 
An occasional appearance depending on what, if any, books I’ve been buying. 
Osprey	Aircraft	of	the	Aces	&	Combat	Aircraft	Series	
Both of these books are in the well established format of some history about the campaign or units which flew the 
aircraft involved, interspersed with accounts from pilots giving their own experiences of combat. 

 
P-38 Lightning Aces of the 82nd Fighter Group 
ISBN: 9781849087438 
 
When the 82nd Fighter Group was organized in March 1942, most of its initial pilot cadre was 
comprised of newly graduated staff sergeant pilots of Class 42-C – enlisted men! They learned 
to fly the P-38 at Muroc, in California’s Mojave Desert, and then moved to the Los Angeles area 
to continue their training and to serve as part of its air defence. In September 1942 the group 
was transported to the East Coast, from where it shipped out to Ireland on the Queen Mary. By 
this time all its remaining sergeant pilots had been commissioned. As of VE-Day the 82nd 

Fighter Group’s score of confirmed aerial victories stood at 548 aircraft shot down, plus a huge amount of enemy 
materiel – including aircraft – destroyed on the ground and the sea. It had been awarded three Distinguished Unit 
Citations. The cost of this success was high, however, for around 250 of the group’s pilots had either been killed in 
action or captured. 
 

Me 262 Bomber and Reconnaissance Units 
ISBN: 9781849087490 
When the revolutionary Messerschmitt Me 262 jet first appeared as a bomber in the skies over 
north-west Europe in late 1944, it represented both a new dawn in aeronautical development 
and a great shock to the Allied air forces and armies. In mid-1944, Adolf Hitler, having seen the 
impressive and formidable performance of Me 262 prototypes, stated his firm desire to see the 
aircraft enter service as a bomber. There was nothing which the Allies had in their air forces 
which could touch the Me 262. Although, due mainly to problems associated with delays in 
engine deliveries, its debut was too late to contest the Allied landings in Normandy, when it 
finally did enter service in the autumn of 1944, the bomb-carrying Me 262s conducted several 

hit-and-run raids against RAF airfields in Belgium and Holland. From then until the end of the war the Me 262 
remained one of the most feared weapons in the Axis arsenal. This book covers the complete history of the Me 262 
bomber and reconnaissance units during World War 2. 
 
Osprey	New	Vanguard	Series	

The Rolls-Royce Armoured Car 
ISBN: 9781849085809 
The first Rolls-Royce armoured car was a privately owned vehicle fitted with a machine-gun and 
a limited amount of armour plate, used by the Royal Naval Air Service in Flanders in 1914. By 
1915, nearly 100 had been built and turned over to the Army. From then on, as Sir Albert Stern 
said ‘They searched the world for war’, operating as far apart as the northwest frontier of India, 
the Middle East and southern Africa. The cars were fast, quiet and reliable but above all 
powerful. ‘A Rolls in the desert is above rubies,’ said Lawrence of Arabia. After World War I, the 
War Office continued to produce the Rolls-Royce while tinkering with the design. These further 

cars served all across the Empire, including in Ireland and even later Shanghai, returning for a final brief 
appearance in the early stages of World War II. This book tells the complete story of the Rolls-Royce Armoured 
Car, following its design and development as it fought from theatre to theatre during World War I and the turbulent 
inter-war years. 
 
I bought this book for two reasons, Roden have brought out a series of these Armoured Cars in 1/35th scale 
recently, a subject that tickled my fancy to make as it’s an unusual one and also the book was only £6.99 so 
seemed like a bargain.  It turns out there’s a reason why it’s low priced, it’s quite a thin publication but does give a 
“potted history” of the development and deployment.  A little disappointing over all as it gives little in the way of 
details of changes between versions or interior views (I assume there are a few available!). 
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Model Show at the Royal Engineers Museum – 2nd September 
The club has 2 tables booked at this show in Gillingham which is only being held on the Sunday this year.  Passes 
will be issues on the day.  Entry for setting up will be from 8.15am.  I will have a sheet of “does and don’ts” for 
those interested in attending the show at the club meeting. 
 
Forthcoming Shows in 2012/2013 
Shows with highlight have been booked for us to attend.  If you wish to attend any of the shows with the club stand 
please let me know so I can attempt to book space for the club. 
 

2012 
2nd September (Sunday) Medway Modelling Club Exhibition, REME Museum, Gillingham, Kent 
30th September (Sunday) Brampton Show, Burgess Hall, St Ives, Cambs, PE27 6WU 

November 10th & 11th 
(Saturday & Sunday) 

Scale ModelWorld, Telford International Centre, Telford, Shropshire, TF3 
4JH 

2013 
18th, 19th & 20th January 

Friday, Saturday & 
Sunday 

Model Engineering Show, Alexandra Palace, Alexandra Palace Way, 
London, N22 7AY 

16th & 17th March 
(Saturday & Sunday) 

Southern Expo 

21st April - (Sunday) ModelKraft, Milton Keynes show 
 

Peter 
Robins Ruminations 

Well the Olympics are over, 7 years in the planning and gone in the blink of an eye it seems. I enjoyed the TV 
coverage provided by the BBC, I thought that it was really good that I could pick and chose to watch any of the 
events live. It was really good to see the Great Britain team compete at the top level in so many sports and end up 
with a truly impressive medal haul. A brilliant two weeks of sport and just as importantly, a very rare glimpse of the 
British people coming together to make something remarkable happen on a World stage, first time with an mostly 
untried plan. It was only at the end of the games that due credit was given to the invisible army of helpers that 
really made the Olympics work, it was certainly not the politicians, Lord Coe or any of the other hangers-on.  
 
Was it worth the ten billion odd pounds, dirt, dust, noise, hours spent stuck in traffic jams in the years before the 
games while road works and building works delayed trips to and from work? I really don’t know. However you look 
at it though, it was certainly impressive.    
 
Writing this part of the article a few days down the line, I should have not been surprised really that the real 
Olympic hero’s were the hard working, unsung and largely invisible helpers. After all when you think of just all the 
model shows that are put on all over the country are 99% done by people that just want to do something for others. 
The show yesterday was put on by people working for nothing, from the main organisers working hours in the 
evenings to the people putting up tables and putting out chairs on the day. So despite what the newspapers and 
news programs might have you believe we modellers are just a small reflection of the public at large, underneath 
our normal indifferent exterior we are in the main nice, helpful people. So ladies and gentleman of the Great British 
public, take a bow, I salute you all.   
 
The show at Damyns Farm was certainly an experience, rain, sun, mud and only one access road for all of the 
exhibitors. However saying that, it was a really good show and the MAFVA tent kept us dry even during a 5 minute 
cloudburst. Adele and I turned up early and unloaded my models as Peter had warned me that there was going to 
be a couple of extra tables that needed filling. The stand was well attended and everybody had a really nice day 
manning the stand and walking around looking at the stands and vehicles. We were all kept busy with a great 
amount of interest being shown by the public, sometimes too much interest from little fingers. John Huston was 
walking around outside when the cloudburst happened and turned up back at the stand wearing a rain cape / 
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groundsheet and forage cap, we fell about laughing. I think that next year John’s going to slip into the show for free 
as a part of a re-enactment group!  
 
The show was really good and I can thoroughly recommend the show to one and all if we are invited next year. 
When the show ended the only access road was a touch log jammed with vehicles trying to get out and exhibitors 
trying to get back in to pack up their stands. Still the organisers soon sorted out the traffic flow and while waiting I 
did enjoy the sight of a low loader with a tank and a jeep on the back getting itself bogged down in a soft patch of 
earth. The driver was faced with the option of unloading the trailer and getting the vehicle to solid ground and then 
reloading the lot. The other option was to ask the Army to bring over their heavyweight wrecker they had on display 
and drag him out in one go. Guess which option the driver went for? It was an impressive sight to see the fully 
loaded lorry pulled out of the mud as if it was nothing, some wrecker. By the time I watched this, the road was clear 
and we were home in 15 minutes. 
 
As the members that turned up to the show yesterday will know, Adele, Peter (my Son) and I were running the 
canteen. This came as a bit of a surprise as until a week or so I thought that the halls owners were doing the 
canteen. However an email from Peter hinted that there might not be food and drink as the halls owners were not 
going to run it and a “recommended” alternative caterer would charge £125, ouch! I tentatively offered to run the 
canteen as long as it didn’t tread on anybody else’s toes as it were. During the ensuing flurry of emails it was 
agreed that due to the late notice I would purchase the supplies out of Southern Expo funds and all the monies 
including the profits would go back into the Expo account which of course means in turn, to St. Francis Hospice. 
Now all I had to do was to sell the whole idea to my Wife! 
 
Now asking Adele to spend her Sunday in a hot kitchen cooking and serving food and drink rather than having a 
nice long lay in, leisurely shower then putting her feet up on the sofa with a cup of tea and book was going to take 
more than a little “tact”. Of course Adele knew within minutes of arriving home that I had something to ask and 
soon had the entire story out of me before the kettle could boil. All I can say is that it’s a good thing I’m not having 
an affair because at that rate I should think that I would have a frying pan over my head by the time I got the tea 
bag in the cup let alone the kettle boil!   
 
As ever my long suffering Wife said no problem and asked the logical and sensible questions “what’s the venue 
like? Can we use the cooker and fridge? How is the kitchen equipped? Is there a serving hatch to the hall?” My 
lame reply was “pass” to all questions. So last Sunday we visited the venue and checked out the kitchen and made 
sure we could use the cooker, with an affirmative reply the bacon rolls were a go, hurrah!! So a sort of Southern 
Expo canteen was quickly planned with the addition of bacon rolls. 
 

My “Official” hat is now on. 
Nothing to report this month gentlemen. However next month is competition evening, so please don’t forget your 
models and after reading my Son’s article it looks like I must get one finished come hell or high water, old man 
indeed! I’ll show the young whippersnapper what us old folks can do! 
 

Robin 
 

The Youngsters Yammerings 

Well here goes, my first Sticky Fingers article. After reading my Dads article in the last issue I was tempted to write 
an article, after all I couldn’t do much worse. I was further persuaded gently by my Father by him saying that if I 
wanted to see the inside of the car ever again for a lift get writing! Subtle Dad is not! 
 
I recently completed my F-105D Thunderchief, my first build in over 5 years and that was an experience but I was 
happy with the outcome none the less. The question was where to go next, the answer came at the Brampton 
model show, with the Pacific theme in the offing for Expo, I spotted a Hasegawa Zero for only a tenner. A snap 
decision and a bargain later the Zero was in the bag. When I got home the kit was soon started and the race was 
on to finish it in time for Expo. 
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Things were going swimmingly right up until my girlfriend visited me from America. The decision was whether to 
work on the model or spend the time with Violet not having seen her for 6 months. It was difficult call, No it wasn’t! I 
was fairly easily persuaded modelling wasn’t in my best interests if you know what I mean. So the Zero project 
ground to a sudden halt and it’s been left like it ever since, hiding on my workstation on the top of my book case. 
 
However, I do take after my Father in a lot of respects and modelling habits is definitely one of them, unfortunately 
the not so smart ones as well. Before I even got the paint on the Zero I had started the next project, it’s OK I only 
have 2 planes on the go, nothing wrong with that is there? This time I decided to build an Airfix B-17G in 1/72nd 
scale, which from what I now know is the Academy kit reboxed. Oh the joys of keeping up to date with the who’s kit 
is now in whose box. After a week of looking up various planes through Dads books and the internet, I had decided 
to do a famous aircraft, "Nine O Nine", nice and simple build nothing could possibly go wrong? 
 

 
 
Oh how wrong I was going to be! 
 
I thought that it would be a piece of the proverbial cake, build the standard G, spend a few quid on the decal sheet 
and then all will be well, job done. From the moment I had made my decision things started to go wrong, I couldn't 
find the decal sheet anywhere, one of the most famous B-17s ever and there is no decal sheets for it. After all it 
only did 140 consecutive missions with no aborts, the most ever by a B-17. The only way to get the markings was 
buy a whole new Revell B-17G kit that has the decals in it, £20, I'm far too frugal / tight for that! Time for a Plan B! 
 
The new plan was to do something a little more out of the ordinary, I came across details and images of "Little Miss 
Mischief", the front half natural metal the rear half OD and boy is she mischievous in ways I couldn’t ever have 
imagined! 
 
So far from what I have gathered through long tedious hours of research, web surfing and bashing my head against 
a wall is as follows: 
 

• She has 2 histories, one before a serious incident and one after she is was joined to a new rear half 
from an aircraft named Walaroo II. 

• 4 major “incidents” that grounded her and during this time and other major refits occurred. 
• 2 tail replacements 
• Total glasswork replacement on nose at least once including doing away with the astrodome. 
• Fixed side gunners windows in the fuselage rather than open gunners positions. 
• Possible Cheyenne tail kit added on at some point. 
• Non standard lettering on the sides of the fuselage. 
• It turns out that she is a composite of 13 separate aircraft and so no two panels are likely from one 

aircraft or the same shade of olive drab one the rear end. 
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• The story of her "final" accident doesn't quite match up with the photograph I have seen of the 
wreckage. Apparently the story goes that Little Miss Mischief crashed on takeoff. However the picture 
shows that one of the outer engines on the aircraft was not turning as the propeller was in the 
feathered position, totally undamaged by the subsequent crash. Just how the pilot managed to feather 
a propeller, apply the brakes on the blades and have them come to a total stop in the length of a 
runway while taking off sounds like a small miracle in the middle of crashing! 

• Just to throw another small spanner in the works, the serial number of Little Miss Mischief reappears 
six months later on another B-17G! 

 

 
 

As you can see she sure is one very mischievous aircraft with a very troubled past! Oh and to top everything off, 
her final death, in the photographs of the crash wasn't her end apparently. Six months later she appears reinstated 
with a different bomber lady, oh the joys of modelling and research. It seems that I have the same skill for picking 
awkward aircraft to model that my Dad. But looking on the bright side, it keeps things “entertaining” and me 
laughing / screaming. 
 
On the upside of course the model has progressed, wings, tailplanes and interior are all working their way along. 
All being well I should have at least the Zero ready for the competition in September and hopefully the B-17 ready 
for the November competition, got to keep ahead of the old man you know, show him what the youngsters are 
capable of! 
 

Peter Bellamy 
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Graham’s “Gabblings” 

It’s just a scratch, or the tale of Sir William Longsword 
Time	 February	8th	1250	 	 Place		 Mansour	Egypt	

One of the most memorable scenes in “Monty Python and the Holy Grail” has to be 
King Arthur’s fight with the Black Knight. (Not only have I seen the film I also have 
the t-shirt), who can forget when the black knights mangled torso shouts back at 
king Arthur to “come back here you coward” even though his arms and legs have 
been chopped off. Well dear readers here are a real hard nut from the good old 
Middle Ages. 
 
Born in the early 13th century Sir William Longsword (Longspee) was the son of 
Sir William Longspee, Earl of Salisbury. Being a knight was a problem in that as a 
Christian you were supposed to be chivalrous, virtuous and not go around 
chopping people up but as a knight that was of course in the job description. So 
how to get past that awkward “thou shalt not kill” commandment? Well problem 
solved because from the 11th to the 15th century you could take part in one of the 
many crusades to the holy land and slaughter as many non-Christians as you 
liked, all with god’s blessing. 
 
Sir William Longsword took part in the very unsuccessful Seventh Crusade 1248 – 

1254 that tried to recapture Jerusalem from the Moslems.  
 
During the Battle of Mansour in 1250 French and English mounted knights rashly attacked a larger Moslem army 
without waiting for their infantry, at first they pushed the Moslems back but were then counter-attacked. The knights 
were surrounded and almost completely wiped out.  It was here that William met his grisly end. 
 
William and his men were now completely cut off from the rest of the army, when Count Robert of Artois tried to 
flee he called out “William, God is fighting against us, we cannot resist any longer. Consult your safety by fleeing 
and escape alive while your horse can still carry you, lest you can begin to want to when you are no longer able to”. 
To which William briefly replied “God forbid that a son of my father should flee any Saracen, I would rather die 
happily than live unhappily”. 
 

Longsword’s last stand. 
“William, against whom all the Saracens had charged, realised it was a matter of life and death. He manfully 
sustained the attacks of them all, and, mutilating the bodies of many, sent their souls to Tartarus. At length the feet 
were cut of his exhausted horse but still he severed the heads, hands and feet of some of his assailants”. Even 
though unhorsed William and his men would not give up. 
 
His standard bearer Sir Richard de Guise, lost his left hand but managed to hold up the tattered banner with his 
bloody stump. Longsword, having lost his left foot, supported himself on the shoulder of another knight, Richard de 
Ascalon and fought on. He was offered protection if he surrendered, but this he refused. An enemy sword removed 
his right arm, and taking up the sword in his left hand that was hacked away too. Longsword then collapsed and 
was hacked to pieces. The brave de Ascalon fell across Longsword’s body, as did the banner bearer de Guise, 
both men seeking death rather than survive their Lord.  
 
And what of Count Robert who tried to do a runner?  
 
“Count Robert of Artois, believing that his horses’ strength would see him over the river, fled, but was weighed 
down by iron and much equipment, drowning miserably, and commiserated by no-one”. 

Graham 
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John’s “Jottings” 

The Phonetic Alphabet 100 years old next year 
I guess many modellers get into modelling as children then come back to the hobby in adulthood (like myself) and 
although modelling subjects cover a broad spectrum the overwhelming theme is Military. Many modellers have had 
some contact with the military and one aspect that has always interested me is the Phonetic Alphabet. 
 
Military personnel as I understand it are taught many basic signal skills during their training and one of those is the 
use of the phonetic alphabet. Of course it has spread beyond military use into civil use to the point where we all 
know some of the phonetic alphabet. Traditionally it is used to identify letters in a message or call sign that is being 
transmitted by radio or on the telephone. Spoken words are substituted for letters this method of using words from 
the phonetic alphabet helps prevent confusion between similar spoken letters such as ‘M’ and ‘N’. and in my own 
experience ‘O’ and ‘R’ (must be my accent). 
 
What I found interesting was to learn that this kind of phonetic alphabet was first used as far back as 1913 and has 
undergone a number of changes since then. I also discovered that when changes take place they have to be made 
by international agreement which might explain why the system we use today has not changed since it was last 
internationally agreed and adopted in 1957. 
 
Here is a list showing of the agreed phonetic alphabets since 1913. Amazingly only 2 letters have survived from the 
original list, M for Mike and X for X-ray. 

Letter 1913 1927 1938 World War II 1957-Present Signal Flag 

A Able Affirmative Afirm Afirm (Able) Alfa 
 

B Boy Baker Baker Baker Bravo 
 

C Cast Cast Cast Charlie Charlie 
 

D Dog Dog Dog Dog Delta 
 

E Easy Easy Easy Easy Echo 
 

F Fox Fox Fox Fox Foxtrot 
 

G George George George George Golf 
 

H Have Hypo Hypo How Hotel 
 

I Item Interrogatory Int Int (Item) India 
 

J Jig Jig Jig Jig Juliett 
 

K King King King King Kilo 
 

L Love Love Love Love Lima 
 

M Mike Mike Mike Mike Mike 
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N Nan Negative Negat Negat (Nan) November 
 

O Oboe Option Option Option (Oboe) Oscar 
 

P Pup Preparatory Prep Prep (Peter) Papa 
 

Q Quack Quack Queen Queen Quebec 
 

R Rush Roger Roger Roger Romeo 
 

S Sail Sail Sail Sugar Sierra 
 

T Tare Tare Tare Tare Tango 
 

U Unit Unit Unit Uncle Uniform 
 

V Vice Vice Victor Victor Victor 
 

W Watch William William William Whiskey 
 

X X-ray X-ray X-ray X-ray X-ray 
 

Y Yoke Yoke Yoke Yoke Yankee 
 

Z Zed Zed Zed Zebra Zulu 
 

 
John 
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Paul’s “Pontification” 

 
 
It's a crisp autumn morning and, as drive along Main Road to Portsmouth Dockyard, we can already see the 
famous masts of HMS Victory.  Nearby is the black industrial shape of HMS Warrior, but just further on is the 
reason for our trip today - the imperious imposing shape of the newly restored HMS Warspite. 
 
If only, because if ever there was a ship that should have been preserved it was Warspite.  "The Grand Old Lady", 
as Admiral Cunningham called her.  And he would know. 
 
At the Battle of Cape Matapan she had, with her sisters, Valiant and Barham, destroyed the Italian cruisers Fiume, 
Pola and Zara.  He would also have seen her land one of the longest shots in naval history, when she hit the Giulio 
Cesare from 26,000 yards.  That's nearly fifteen miles, in old money. There are no other Royal Navy ships that 
have had such a glorious, and sometimes, chequered career. 
 
In 1915 she grounded herself in the River Forth.  Then she collided with her sister ship Barham. 
 
At Jutland, she sustained fifteen hits, one of which jammed her steering gear. Her crew then had to savour the 
moment, as she carried out two complete circles in full view of most of the German High Seas Fleet.  Her steering 
was apparently never right after that. 
 
Then she collided with her sister ship Valiant. 
 
This embarrassment was long behind her when, during the Second Battle of Narvik, she and her escorts wiped out 
a flotilla of eight German destroyers.  All within the confines of Ofotfjord itself.  Her Swordfish then sank U-64 - the 
first plane to sink a U-Boat in World War Two. 
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Sadly she later became one of the first ships to be hit by a guided missile - a Fritz X from a Dornier 217 of  
III/KG100.   D-Day saw her bombarding the beaches of Normandy, being hit by a mine as a consequence.  By the 
end of the war 'X' turret was out of action, while she carried many tons of concrete in her hull as a makeshift repair 
to the mine damage. 
 
In post war austerity Britain, everything was to be re-used and Warspite had to be scrapped.  Perhaps not 
surprisingly, "The Grand Old Lady" had other ideas and ran aground in Prussia Cove. By 1955 she finally had 
disappeared, her steel re-used for who knows what. 
 
As Britain pulled herself from the aftermath of war, attention turned from the seas, to the stars.  But there are still 
traces of the old battleship fleet, if you know where to look.  Because as the iconic Jodrell Bank Telescope took 
shape, there was still a need for some re-cycling, it is the turret mechanisms from HMS Revenge and HMS Royal 
Sovereign that still move that telescope. 
 
One of her 15-inch tompions is on display in the Royal Naval Museum in Portsmouth. 
 

Paul 

Wrighty’s References 

WrySpy Reports on the Typhoon 
In Sticky Fingers No.95 May 2012 you may have been disappointed when we pointed out some of the reasons why 
the French Rafale won the contract for the Indian Multi-Role Fighter contract for 126 aircraft.  Plus the subsequent 
loss of jobs at BAe Systems who are involved in the manufacture of the Typhoon, the lack of political will and poor 
responses from the MoD before the sale, who only found their voice when the deal was already lost. 
 
Maybe things are not so bad, WrySpy investigation showed that price had come in to influence the final choice and 
the fact that development of weaponry and multi-role capability of the Rafale was in advance of the Typhoon, did 
not mean that it would remain so in 2 or 3 years time.  Also the Swiss report that was so damning was conducted in 
2008, which means that the latest tranche of Typhoons are 4 years worth of improvements down the line, so 
maybe the latest offerings are much closer that what was credited for in 2011, were actually much better?  Also the 
Typhoon has been operationally proved in Libya where air to ground capability was highly successful. 
 
A top WrySpy executive quoted at the end of the report “Eurofighter is hoping future customers will not be swayed 
by Sweden and India, but will evaluate the aircraft as it is today 2012 after 4 years improvement or even better as 
promises how it will be in 4 years time, 2016, the world’s most advanced fighter. (Quote edited for clarity). 
 
One likely customer is Malaysia, BAe have submitted a proposal to their MoD.  Another satisfied customer is Saudi 
Arabia who are in receipt of tranche two Typhoons capable of dropping laser and GPS guided weapons are already 
training how to use such weapons, which are not yet even available to the partner countries or the RAF who have 
only used tranche one aircraft for such work. 
 

JG73 Steinhoff 
A young lad Lothan Emmerich has been on a tour of WrySpy in the hope of creating such an organisation in 
Germany.  He recently spent time with the Luftwaffe’s JG73 at their base at Laage, so we were able to hear 
firsthand how our comrades in Europe like the Eurofighter.  Hers is some information we picked up, the Wing 
Commander is Oberst Krammel, they have 30 Eurofighters of which 1/3 are 2 seater versions, a type that’s always 
been popular with the Luftwaffe.  JG73 actually planned to increase to more than 30 fighters when the 
Jagdgeshwader is fully up to strength.  Training work is proceeding and 44 student slots are available for 2012, the 
2 seaters obviously very useful here.  Also training of instructor pilots to assist on the conversion for Tornado and 
Phantom pilots moving on to the Typhoon. 
 
A final word from Major Marc Thone, “that’s the most powerful combat aircraft in Europe and its carefree handling 
characteristics are brilliant, so I can concentrate on operating it as a weapons system.” 
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So there you have it, it it’s not so bad after all, but then you know the French, they just like to knock us when they 
can! 
 
Eurofighter Units (Just for the record) 
 
JG73 Steinhoff Based @ Laage 
JG74   Based @ Beuberg 
JBG31 Boelke  Based @ Norvenich 
JG71 Richthofen Based @ Wittmund 
 

Olympic Torch 
One of those things you either love it or hate it, well I saw it on 3 occasions, Maldon, Hornchurch and Eastbourne.  
I can say at each venue the enthusiasm of the attending public was indeed overwhelming. In these “severe times of 
uncertainty” as the Government like to call it, people are crying for something good or some good news.  Why did I 
go on these occasions?  Well first it came along the top end of my road, so why not?  The second was when I was 
on holiday at Eastbourne, all along the seafront crowds 8 deep on both sides of the road; I managed to get back to 
our hotel room up on the first floor balcony and got a first class view of the full procession.  The occasion was 
something really special for me, my own granddaughter 14 years old Amber Ferguson, was actually running with 
the torch from Heybridge to the Causeway (at the bottom of Maldon hill) as part of the leg when the torch went to 
Maldon, Essex. 
 
Like most people you probably thought “How did she manage to get chosen for that?”, after all getting chosen is 
not easy. 
 
Well Amber is a junior ice skating champion in Singles and Pairs events and a member of the GB Junior Skating 
Team. 
 
She began skating (aged 6) in 2004, by 2008 she was chosen to skate her programme at a Chelmsford Chieftains 
ice hockey match during the interval, quite a feat for a 9 year old before an audience of 2,000 people.  She also 
achieved gold medals in her age group at the Romford and Gillingham (Kent) open events. 
 
Three more gold medals followed in 2009, Kent again, Guildford (Surrey) and Leabridge (London East) in a higher 
grade.  She also took a lead part in the Christmas show “Alice in Wonderland” at the Chelmsford Ice Rink. 
 
In 2010 she formed a partnership with Stephen Adcock for Pairs skating and achieved a silver medal in the “Pairs 
of Great Britain” championship at Hull in a competition where other contestants were up to 13 years old.  By 2011 
they achieved the gold in the British Pairs Championship at Sheffield which lead to selection for the GB Team, 
which in turn led on to the 2011 trips to Milan and Berlin for the UK Team, where again good results were achieved 
against international world class opposition. 
 
This high profile obviously carried a lot of weight in her selection to carry to torch, but the dedication obviously of 3 
to 4 days practice a week, often having to get up between 5 and 6 in the morning to carry out training and routines 
whilst the rink is empty.  Then afterwards go to school, which incidentally have been very good in the time off to 
visit “away” venues at competition time.  Even so it still doesn’t come easy, as all the time has to be made up at 
Chelmsford High School for Girls with homework, but then the glory of having winners attending doesn’t do the 
school any harm either. 
 
So that’s the sort of success and dedication that’s needed to get chosen. 
 

Alan 


